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Box No. **II** Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 17(2)(a) for the following reasons:

1. Claims Nos.:  
   because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

2. Claims Nos.:  
   because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such an extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

3. Claims Nos.:  
   because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box No. **III** Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:  
This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1. In order for all inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees must be paid.

Group I: Claims 1-15 directed to a multi-fiber optic connector with a removable key.

Group II: Claim 16 directed to a method of switching the polarity configuration between a multi-fiber optic connector and adapter using multiple movably displaceable keys.

The inventions listed as Groups I-II do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule 13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons:

— Continued in supplemental box —

1. ☐ As all inquired additional Search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable claims.

2. ☐ As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment of additional fees.

3. ☐ As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

4. ☒ No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report is restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.: 1-15

*Uemark on Protest*  
☐ The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the payment of a protest fee.

☒ The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.

☐ No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.
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SPECIAL TECHNICAL FEATURES

The invention of Group II includes the special technical features of a method of switching the polarity configuration between a multi-fiber optic connector and adapter, wherein the connector comprises at least first and second movably displaceable keys along the housing between a first position and second position, and when the first key is in the first position, the second key is in the second position and providing a first polarity; wherein the method also includes slingly displacing the first or second key from its first or second position to the alternate position to change the polarity, not required by the claims of Group I.

COMMON TECHNICAL FEATURES

The inventions of Groups I-II share the technical features of a multi-fiber fiber optic connector comprising: a ferrule having a plurality of optical fibers supported therein; a housing disposed around at least a portion of the ferrule, the housing comprising: a first end for being inserted into a fiber optic adapter, a second end disposed opposite the first end, and at least a first wall portion extending from the first end towards the second end and a second wall portion opposite the first wall portion and extending from the first end towards the second end, wherein each of the first wall portion and the second wall portion have an internal surface disposed towards the ferrule and an external surface disposed outwardly away from the ferrule, and the housing defining a longitudinal axis in a direction from the first end to the second end, a transverse axis orthogonal to the longitudinal axis, and a vertical centerline through the first and second wall portions; and a key configured to be removably attached to either: the first wall portion to define a first keyed configuration for insertion of the first end into the adapter in only a first orientation to define a first polarity with respect to the adapter, or the second wall portion to define a second keyed configuration for insertion of the first end into the adapter in only a second orientation to define a second polarity with respect to the adapter, wherein the second polarity is opposite to the first polarity, wherein the key comprises: a first end configured for engaging with the housing adjacent the first housing end to prevent movement of the first key end with respect to the housing in at least a direction laterally away from the housing when removably attached to either the first wall portion or the second wall portion; and a second end disposed longitudinally away from the first end and configured for being removably attached to the housing at a second location of the housing spaced longitudinally from the first end of the housing towards the second end of the housing to prevent movement of the key with respect to the housing in at least a longitudinal direction along the housing when removably attached to either the first wall portion or the second wall portion. Specifically, Groups I and II are related as an apparatus (Group I) and methods for using the apparatus (Group II). The apparatus is known in prior art as shown in US 2013/0322825 A1 to Cooke et al., (hereinafter 'Cooke'). Therefore, Groups I and II lack unity since the shared technical features do not represent a contribution over Cooke:
INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT
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— Continuation supplemental box for Box No. ...
... they do not share a same or corresponding special technical feature.

Regarding claim 1. Cooke discloses a multi-fiber fiber optic connector (20, Fig. 1A, 2; para[0025]), 'a connector includes the structure (assembly) mounted upon the end of a multi-fiber fiber optic cable'; para[0028], 'an example connector 20') comprising: a ferrule (30, Fig. 1A, 2; para[0029], 'a multi-fiber ferrule ("ferrule") 30') having a plurality of optical fibers supported therein (Fig. 1A, 2; para[0029] - see how the ferrule 30 is referred to as a multi-fiber ferrule 30'); a housing (46, Fig. 1A, 1C, 2; para[0029], 'an inner housing 46') disposed around at least a portion of the ferrule (34, Fig. 1A, 1C, 2; para[0029], 'an inner housing 46 positioned about ferrule 30 around the ferrule outside portion 34), the housing comprising: a first end (62, Fig. 1A - see front/first end 62; para[0032], 'inner housing 46 includes a front end 62') for being inserted into a fiber optic adapter (200, Fig. 7A, 9A - see adapter 200, and see how the first end 62 of the connector 20 is for being inserted into the adapter 200; para[0044], 'an adapter 200 configured to matingly engage MTP connector 20'), a second end (64, Fig. 1A - see back/second end 64; para[0032], 'a back end 64') disposed opposite the first end (Fig. 1A - see how the first end 62 and the second back end 64 are opposite), and at least a first wall portion (66T, Fig. 1A, 1C; para[0032], 'a top side 66T') extending from the first end towards the second end (Fig. 1A - see how the first/top wall portion 66T extends from the front/first end 62 to the second/back end 64) and a second wall portion (66B, Fig. 1B; para[0032], 'a bottom side 66B') opposite the first wall portion and extending from the first end towards the second end (Fig. 1A, 1B, 1C - see how the second wall portion 66B is opposite the first wall portion 66T and how it extends from the first end 62 to the second end 64), wherein each of the first wall portion and the second wall portion have an internal surface (Fig. 1A, 1B, 1C - see internal surface for first and second wall portions 66T and 66B) disposed towards the ferrule (Fig. 1C - see how the internal surfaces of the first and second wall portions 66T and 66B are disposed towards the ferrule 30) and an external surface (Fig. 1A, 1B, 1C - see external surface for first and second wall portions 66T and 66B) disposed outwardly away from the ferrule (Fig. 1C - see how the external surfaces of the first and second wall portions 66T and 66B are disposed outwardly away from the ferrule 30), and the housing defining a longitudinal axis (A1, Fig. 1A; para[0032], 'the connector axis A1') in a direction from the first end to the second end (Fig. 1A - see how the longitudinal axis A1 is in the direction from the first end 62 to the second end 64), a transverse axis (Fig. 1A - see transverse axis that runs perpendicularly to the longitudinal axis through the connector 20) orthogonal to the longitudinal axis (Fig. 1A - see transverse axis that is orthogonal to the longitudinal axis A1), and a vertical centerline (Fig. 1C - see vertical centerline disposed directly in the center of ferrule 30) through the first and second wall portions (Fig. 1C - see vertical centerline that runs directly through the middle of ferrule 30 from the first wall portion 66T to the second wall portion 66B); and a key (100, Fig. 2, 3A; para[0033], 'a polarity key 100') configured to be removably attached to either: the first wall portion (66T, Fig. 4 - see how the key 100 is removably attachable to the first wall portion 66T in the top recess 70T; para[0035], 'polarity key 100 is configured to be removably secured within top recess 70T') to define a first keyed configuration (Fig. 4 - see first keyed configuration where key 100 is disposed in the top first wall portion 66T; para[0042], 'with reference to FIGS. 4 and 6, MTP connector 20 includes first and second polarity keying configurations, depending in which recess polarity key 100 resides') for insertion of the first end into the adapter in only a first orientation to define a first polarity with respect to the adapter (Fig. 9A - see how the connector 20 can only be inserted with the top side 66T facing upward; para[0045], 'because MTP connector 20 has a switchable polarity key 100, a field technician can manage the polarity of the connection between the MTP connector and adapter 200'), or the second wall portion (66B, Fig. 6 - see how the key 100 is removably attachable to the second wall portion 66B in the bottom recess 70B; para[0035], 'polarity key 100 is configured to be removably secured within top recess 70B or bottom recess 70B') to define a second keyed configuration (Fig. 6 - see second keyed configuration where key 100 is disposed in the bottom second wall portion 66B for insertion of the first end into the adapter in only a second orientation to define a second polarity with respect to the adapter (Fig. 9B - see how the connector 20 can only be inserted with the bottom side 66B facing upward), wherein the second polarity is opposite to the first polarity (Fig. 4, 6, 9A, 9B - see how the first polarity orientation shown in Fig. 4 and 9A is opposite the second polarity orientation shown in Fig. 6 and 9B), wherein the key (100, Fig. 2, 3A) comprises: a first end (102, Fig. 3A - see first front end 102; para[0034], 'polarity key 100 has a front end 102, a back end 104') configured for engaging with the housing adjacent the first housing end (Fig. 1C, 2 - see how the first end 102 engages the housing 46 adjacent the first end 62 via the slot/recess 70T; para[0034], 'a polarity key 100 in the process of being inserted into top recess 70T') to prevent movement of the first key end with respect to the housing in at least a direction laterally away from the housing when removably attached to either the first wall portion or the second wall portion (Fig. 2, 4, 5A - see how the movement is prevented in a lateral direction when the front end 102 of the key 100 is removably attached to the front end 62 of the housing 46 since the key 100 is partially disposed in the recess 70T, and see how the key 100 is then secured at the front end 102 via lip 72T, further limiting any movement); and a second end (104, Fig. 3A - see second back end 104; para[0034], 'polarity key 100 has a front end 102, a back end 104') disposed longitudinally away from the first and configured for being removably attached to the housing at a second location of the housing (Fig. 2, 3A - see how the second end 104 is disposed longitudinally away from the first end 62 and is removably attached to the housing 46 at a second location near the second end 64) spaced longitudinally from the first end of the housing towards the second end of the housing (Fig. 2 - see how the second end 104 is configured for engaging the housing 46 adjacent to the second housing end 64 longitudinally spaced from the first end 62 of housing 46) to prevent movement of the key with respect to the housing in at least a longitudinal direction along the housing when removably attached to either the first wall portion or the second wall portion (Fig. 2, 4, 5A - see how the second end 104 of the key 100 engages the housing 46 adjacent to the second end 64, and how it prevents movement in a direction longitudinally away from the housing 46 when removably attached to either the first or second wall portions 66T or 66B by using securing feature 124).

As the common technical features were known in the art at the time of the invention, these cannot be considered special technical feature that would otherwise unify the groups.

Therefore, Groups I-11 lack unity under PCT Rule 13 because they do not share a same or corresponding special technical feature.
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